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THE BACKPRO UTILITY 
TOOLBELT
APA/CA APPROVED

- High Quality Hardware
- Resilient weather-proof 
 keepers, loops, and rivets built 
 to survive all worksites. Heavy 
 Duty German and Italian rivets.
- Reinforced Rubber and Premium  
 Felt Under Be
- Lightweight and strong.An underbelt  
 that’s designed for comfort and  
	 better	fit	all	day	long.
- Tough Leather Upper Belt
- Add or remove all your nail bags and  
 tool holders for different jobs
- Upward ‘Weightlifter’ Curve
- Helping support and protect  
 your back while you work.

GLADIATOR TOOL BELT
LWGLAD

 - Made from Premium full grain 
leather for maximum durability

 - Hand crafted
 - 4 large pockets
 - 1 centre pouch
 - Nail Bar Holder
 - Tape Clip
 - Metal hammer holder
 - Numerous smaller pockets
 - Combination square holder
 - 50mm heavy duty leather belt
 - Chisel holder with heavy duty 
plastic insert

 - Metal dees included for use with 
BUILDPRO® shoulder braces

 - Premium quality hardware

KAKADU’ TOOL BELT
LW31010

 - Soft skinned pocket interiors
 - Metal hammer holder
 - Chisel holder
 - Heavy duty  
stitching

 - High quality hardware
 - Made from Premium full grain 
leather for maximum durability

 - German / Italian rivets are  
pressure	fitted

 - Metal dees included for use with 
BUILDPRO® shoulder braces

SHOULDER BRACE

- Used to transfer weight from 
 wearers back and distribute it to  
 the shoulders
-	Marine	grade	reflective	patches	for		
 high visibility
- Made from 100% Australian  
 made webbing
- Padded shoulders for extra comfort
- Fully adjustable to suit the wearer
- Hanging loop on the back for easy  
 storage after use
- 4 pockets included for pens, pencils,  
 rulers & other items

NAIL BAG
 - Made from premium 
nubuck leather

 - Plastic Chisel Holder
 - Two Pencil / Pen Holders
 - Two tool sleeves
 - Mobile phone pouch
 - Rivet reinforced wear points
 - German / Italian rivets are 
pressure	fitted

 - Heavy duty double stitching 
with poly thread

 - Hand	finished
 - Individually inspected
 - Australian design registered

LBNBS1B-XL

LWGLAD LBHAO

LBHAY

LBNBS3B-XL

LBNBS2B-XL

LUCKY TOOL BELT
LW31012

 - Two steel hammer holders
 - 50mm heavy duty leather belt
 - Extra large measuring tape holder
 - Fits 8m & 10m tapes
 - Double stitching
 - Oversized pockets
 - Rivet reinforcement  
for high stress points

 - Made from Premium full grain 
leather for maximum durability

 - Chisel & metal square holders
 - Metal dees included for use with 
BUILDPRO® shoulder braces

CARPENTER’S PENCILS
10009

- High quality tradesman pencils
- General purpose
- Medium grade

Product Range
- 30” (LBBUTB30) - 46” (LBBUTB46)


